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ABSTRACT 
 
Stocks were one of the instruments for investment that could 
provide benefits rather than just saving money, but 
investments could also result in losses if wrong in investing in 
shares.  Therefore determining the time frame beforehand 
will make easier to predict the trend of stock movements 
within a certain time period. Stock prediction analysis 
method which was quite popular among traders until now was 
to used candlesticks. Candlestick patterns were often used by 
stock prediction analysis in several centuries ago.  The form 
of candlestick could infer the direction of prices. CNN, RNN 
and LTSM were currently widely used for forecasting in stock 
prediction movement. The most suitable method for image 
datasets was CNN.  In this paper, we presented CNN and 
candlestick approach to recognize an image to identify the 
strength of a trend pattern in the prediction movement of 
stock. Based on our experiment, CNN with candlestick 
approach can produce up to 99.3% accuracy overall. 
Therefore, this method can produce good accuracy.  
 
Key words : Candlestick, Convolution Neural Network, 
Deep learning,  Stock Prediction, Technical Analysis.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Every capital market participant usually requires an 
analytical tool to assist in making a decision to buy or sell a 
stock. Stock prediction in general has two methods, namely 
technical analysis and fundamental analysis [14]. Technical 
analysis is a prediction of stock movements with an approach 
in the form of a pattern of price movement charts while the 
fundamental analysis of the approach is to take into account 
the company's performance in financial statements, economic 
policies, certain commodities, political climate and so on. [1]. 

Analyst’s recommendations stock with technical and 
fundamental analysis can obtain correct or incorrect  decision 
to analyze the movements of a stock.The time frame on a 

stock becomes a parameter that greatly influences the trend of 
a stock. A stock can be said to be in an upward position when 
viewed from a time frame of 4 months or even years [2]. But 
stock prices on a weekly basis could have a down trend. 
Therefore, determining the time frame in advance will make 
it easier to predict the trend of stock movements within a 
certain time period. Various indicators are made to predict 
stocks such as MACD (Moving Average Convergence 
Divergence), a form of candlestick pattern, and external 
factors such as commodities and currencies [3]. The other 
approaches are Machine Learning [8] [13] and Deep 
Learning [9] [6] [10] [11].  
 
In this paper, we want to combine CNN and candlestick 
approach to predict stock movements. CNN is used for image 
classification and recognition because of its high accuracy. It 
was proposed by computer scientist Yann LeCun in the late 
90s, when he was inspired from the human visual perception 
of recognizing things [12]. CNN follows a hierarchical model 
that functions to build networks, such as the convolutional 
layer, max pooling, and finally provides a fully connected 
layer where all neurons are connected to each other and 
output is processed. The studied of image classification using 
deep learning, as in researched [15]. Researched on stock 
predictions had been conducted with an accuracy of 74.15% 
[5].  Candlestick was an ancient charting method that 
emerged in japan and had proven its accuracy until now. By 
using the candlestick approached as a dataset was expected to 
obtain optimal prediction accuracy. The process of making a 
dataset will be categorized into an uptrend and downtrend, it 
was used as an input image to predict stock movements. 
 
2. REVIEW OF RELATED REVIEW 
 
Candlestick is a technical analysis method that was originally 
used by rice traders in Japan to observe and analyze the 
movement of rice prices in the market. A famous rice 
businessman from Japan in the 1700s named Munehisa 
Homma predicted the price movements of rice using routine 
notes such as opening, closing, highest, lowest prices on a 
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daily basis. Based on these records, it produced a chart called 
a candlestick which was ultimately used by traders to predict 
prices at that time. There are two basic candlesticks as shown 
in Figure 1 namely (1) Bullish Candle when the closing price 
was higher than the opening price (usually green or white); 
(2) Bearish Candle when the lowest price is lower than the 
opening price (usually red or black) [4]. This study found that 
many single candlestick lines and reversal patterns can really 
help invest significantly positive mean rates of return by 
following candlestick trading strategies [7]. 
 

 
Figure 1: Model of candlestick 

 
2.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
 

CNN was one of the deep learning algorithms that was 
usually used to analyze visual images.  CNN architecture was 
similar to multilayer perceptron (MLP) which had several 
layers such as input, multiple hidden layers, and output to 
process data in the form of dimensions, in the process of deep 
learning the data will be used as training and testing.  CNN 
had been widely used by researchers to solve various problems 
such as prediction, image recognition, classification and 
segmentation. Stock prediction research has been conducted 
using the Convolutional Neural Network. Such research is 
conducted by [5]. This study resulted in an accuracy of 
74.15% in Directional Accuracy (DA). Subsequent research 
conducted by [6]. The data set used consists of share prices 
every minute for 1721 companies registered on the NSE for 
the period July 2014 to June 2015.  The results of the study 
have shown CNN provided more accurate results than RNN 
and LSTM models. Another conclusion, CNN can be 
identified as the best model for predicting stock movements 
using the sliding window model [6]. CNN was also used for 
prediction of film ratings by using several attributes of the 
film's historical values [16].  The next researched was the 
classification of copra meat done by developing a CNN 
algorithm that classifies the quality of copra [17]. 
 
3.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this research, it takes several steps such as collecting data, 
making a dataset and the prediction process. The following 
flow in Figure 2 will be used as research . In the initial stage, 
the data will be collected first, then the data will be cleansed. 
After that the dataset is made by converting the daily stock 

price data into an image type in the form of candlesticks 
which data will be used as testing and training data. The 
training process will be conducted by experimenting with 
several epoch to get accurate predictions.  
 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart for research 

 
3.1 Data Collection 
 
The initial stage of the research to be carried out is to collect 
data in advance. Data will be pulled from Yahoo financial site 
in the form of CSV. Index that will be used as research 
sampling for stock price prediction is the mining sector, 
namely the IDX Mining index (JKMING). Data will be taken 
from 01/01/2017 to 30/12/2019. 
 
3.2 Pre-Processing 
 
The dataset for training and testing will be produced with a 
total of three bars with a daily time frame. The results of the 
dataset generate are grouped into two categories up trend as 
shown in Figure 3 and down trend as shown in Figure 4. The 
dataset with the uptrend category is taken from the condition 
if the closing price on the third candlestick is smaller than the 
first candlestick in the next dataset while the dataset with the 
downtrend category is taken from the condition of the third 
candlestick with the closing price greater than the first 
candlestick on the next dataset. The below is the result of the 
generate dataset which will be used as training and testing to 
predict stock movements.  
 

  

  
Figure 3: Candlestick up trend.  
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Figure 4: Candlestick down trend. 

3.3 Data Splitting 
 
To develop a prediction model, it is necessary to train the 
model and test the model. The dataset in model making is 
divided into 70-30% partitions. Seventy datasets will used to 
training data, and thirty percent will used for model testing. 
This is required for the process to determine performance of 
the prediction model. 
 
3.4 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture 

Table 1: CNN architecture. 

Conv2D 32, Relu 

MaxPooling2D 

Conv2D 48, Relu 

MaxPooling2D  

Flatten 

Dense(128, activation='relu')) 

Dense(1, 
activation='sigmoid') 

 

The architecture of CNN was arranged in layers and patterns 
of connections between layers, activation functions, and 
learning methods. Neural network models and architecture 
determine how the process from input to output could 
influence the performance of the accuracy results. The 
architecture used in the studied was shown in Table 1, our 
CNN model architecture consist of 2 layers of convolutional 
2D, 2 layers of max pooling 2D with pool size (2,2), flatten 
and 2 dense with two activation relu and sigmoid. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this experiment, we used the 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU 
with 8GB of memory and the neural-network library using 
Keras, for training with steps per epoch 10, 20 and epochs 50, 
100, 200. 

 
Figure 5: Result model accuracy 

 
Figure 6: Result model loss 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Result steps per epoch 20 and epochs 200 

 
Figure 5 showed that the accuracy began to increase from the 
first epoch to 75 epoch, after that the accuracy stagnated at 0. 
99 until the end of the 200 epoch.  However, there was an 
increase in the accuracy of the number of steps per epoch 20 
and 100 epoch with steps per epoch 20 and 200 epoch that was 
an increase of 0.0143. Figure 6 was a lost model figure that 
explains the value of loss will decrease if the number of 
epochs was increasing. Figure 7 showed the experiment with 
the steps per epoch of 20 and epochs 200 had the highest 
accuracy. 
 

Table 2: Stock prediction training results 

Steps per 
epoch 

epochs loss accuracy 

10 50 0.2844 0.8682 

10 100 0.1675 0.9312 

10 200 0.0807 0.9696 
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20 50 0.1046 0.9510 

20 100 0.0408 0.9789 

20 200 0.0124 0.9932 

 

From the experimental results in Table 2, we could conclude 
the greater the steps per epoch and epochs used in training 
will provide a higher prediction accuracy. From Table 2, we 
can see that CNN and candlestick approach with steps per 
epoch of 20 and 200 epochs provided an excellent accuracy 
rate of around 99.3%. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In the paper we introduced CNN and candlestick approach to 
make stock predictions using CONV2D to process image data 
at the convolutional layer. The proposed method provided a 
quite good accuracy. Based on our experiment, CNN and 
candlestick approach with steps per epoch of 20 and 200 
epochs provided an excellent accuracy rate of around 99.3%. 
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